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 Nowadays, the emergence of artificial intelligent (AI) technology for games 

has been advancely developed. A serious game is a technology employing 

AI to create a virtual environment in a serious gamification strategy. This 

research describes AI based virtual classrooms to adopt proper strategies and 

focusing on maintaining and increasing student engagement by encouraging 

self-regulation behavior at the learning process. The self-regulation behavior 

describes student's ability to direct their own learning to achieve learning 

targets on a path full of obstacles. By employing a human-like agent to 

visualize student engagement, this visualization aims to provide human-like 

experiences for users to comprehend student behavior. A reciprocal velocity 

obstacles (RVO)-based crowd behavior is employed to visualize student 

engagement. RVO is an autonomous navigation approach for directing the 

achievement of agents target. The human-like agents behave in various ways 

to reach the goal points depending on the performances and the obstacles 

before them. We employ our method in an investigation of students' learning 

activities in a pedagogically-centered learning environment at Universitas 

Islam Negeri (UIN) Walisongo, Semarang, Indonesia. The results 

demonstrate the best scenario changes along with the performances and 

obstacles faced to reach the goal points as well as the learning target. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The COVID-19 pandemic spreads globally forcing the world communities to realize that the world 

has changed [1]. The government's policy in the context of handling the massive spread of COVID-19 is the 

reason for the implementation of home education [2]. With the use of ubiquitous technology [3] which is 

suddenly employed, leads to the confusion of both educators and students, as well as their parents and even 

everyone in the house [4]. Information technology-based learning or known as e-learning or ubiquitous 

learning has long apply in various educational institutions [5], but online learning seems to have surprised 

almost all lines, both in the villages and even the world [6]. 

On the other hand, long before the pandemic, independence in student learning has become an 

increasing concern [7], various studies are competing to understand and facilitate this behavior [8]-[11], this 

is because it driven by empirical evidence that shows the role of independent behavior and self-regulation in 

having a positive impact on academic success quite significant [12], [13]. Self-regulation define as the 
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process of students controlling their behavior in their learning so that they actively monitor [14] and maintain 

cognition towards learning goals appropriately [15]. 

As a result, substantial efforts in several studies on online intelligent guidance systems made to 

support and identify self-regulation strategies [16]. Most of this research has looked at self-regulation in 

highly structured problem solving and learning situations [17]. However, in an open learning environment 

where goals are poorly defined and students do not always have clear signals of their progress [18], 

understanding and supporting students' self-regulation behaviors becomes very important [19]. Students must 

actively develop and set their own goals, as well as evaluate their progress, to succeed in this learning 

environment. Unfortunately, during interactions with these settings children do not consistently display 

appropriate self-regulatory behaviors, which may limit the teaching potential of this system [20]. As a result, 

further research on the role of self-regulation in open-ended learning settings requires fully comprehending 

how these environments might be employ as effective learning tools. 
Regarding the condition, with the emergence of artificial intelligent (AI) technology for games it is 

possible to employ it to simulate or visualize the self-regulation behavior of students. Serious games is a 

technology that uses AI to create a virtual environment in a game style in a serious way [21]. In some studies 

serious games can help in providing proper guidance to children to develop self-regulation skills [22], in this 

research project, we describe an AI-based virtual classroom to adopt the right strategy and focus on 

maintaining and increasing student engagement by encouraging self-regulating behavior in the learning 

process. Self-regulation describe as students' navigational ability to direct their own learning to achieve 

learning targets on a global path full of obstacles [23]. Human-like agents are employed to visualize student 

engagement to maintain the consistency of self-regulation [24]. In addition, this visualization also aims to 

provide a human-like experience for users to understand student behavior. A reciprocal velocity obstacles-

based (RVO-based) crowd behavior proposed to visualize student engagement. RVO is an autonomous 

navigation approach to direct the achievement of goals on a global path [25], [26]. Agents behave in various 

ways to reach a goal point depending on the performance and the obstacles before them. So that the self-

regulation scenario will adjust along with the performance and obstacles faced to reach the goal point as well 

as the learning target. 

Self-regulation is a concept used to characterize the behaviors of students who actively control their 

learning goals and outcomes. Self-regulation requires students to actively define objectives and make 

conscious choices to assess and evaluate their progress. Among other things; self-regulated students 

consciously reflect on their knowledge and learning processes, making modifications depending on previous 

success and failure [27]. While it appears that all students engage in self-regulatory actions while learning, 

the level of competency varies widely, even among students of the same age. Furthermore, the student's 

superiority at controlling their learning is more successful [28]. 

Identifying and scaffolding self-regulation methods has been a focus of considerable study in the 

intelligent tutoring systems sector as well [29], outside of the traditional classroom. Think-aloud procedures 

have been used to study the tactics students employ in MetaTutor, a hypermedia environment for learning 

biology, while analysis of students' navigation through the hypermedia environment helps to establish 

profiles of self-regulated learners [30]. In the Betty's Brain system, researchers have discovered patterns of 

behavior that indicate low and high degrees of self-regulation [31]. When these patterns of behavior arise, 

prompting students to apply self-regulation methods has demonstrated to be effective. 

Previous research has mostly concentrated on recognizing self-regulation activities in highly 

organized problem-solving and learning environments, but there has also been work on identifying self-

regulation behaviors in open-ended exploration environments. Rodrigues et al. [32] for example, looked at 

the early prediction of students' use of serious games in order to inform possible interventions and 

scaffolding. Understanding and supporting students' self-regulation behaviors is especially crucial in open-

ended learning environments, where goals may be hazy and students may lack a clear indicator of their 

progress [33]. Students must actively develop and set their own goals, as well as evaluate their progress, in 

order to succeed in this sort of learning environment. While the nature of the learning task may have implicit 

general goals like "completing the assignment" or "learning a lot," students should create more precise, 

tangible, and measurable goals [34]. 

This research describes an AI-based virtual classroom with gamification style to adopt the right 

strategy and focus on maintaining and increasing student engagement by encouraging self-regulatory 

behavior in the learning process so we call this project serious game self-regulation (SG-SR). At SG-SR we 

employ human-like agents to visualize student engagement so that consistency of self-regulation will be 

maintained. Furthermore, this visualization also aims to provide a human-like experience for users to 

understand student behavior. This study proposes reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO)-based crowd behavior 

to visualize student engagement. RVO is an autonomous navigation approach to direct the achievement of 

goals on a global path [35]. Agents behave in various ways to reach a goal point depending on the 
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performance and the obstacles before them. So that the self-regulation scenario will adjust along with the 

performance and obstacles faced to reach the goal point. And the destination point is the target. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

We designed a serious game to represent student capability at certain pedagogical aspects in a 

gamification manner. In our serious game, the student represents as non-playable character (NPC) known as 

mobile agents. The students' pedagogical aspect will represent as a parameter for mobile agents' navigation. 

These mobile agents are tasked to navigate toward their points of destination. This navigation task represents 

the study process with the point of destination as the study goal. With this serious game that we proposed, 

student capability to fulfill their learning objective can visualized in the form mobile agents trying to reach 

their destination. 

Mobile agents in our serious games are informed with the general direction of their destination. 

Figure 1 shown diagram of out proposed method to visualize student capability in learning environment 

represented as mobile agents. In an ideal situation, these mobile agents simply need to navigate straight to 

reach their destination. This ideal situation in our serious game represents an ideal situation in the learning 

process. Of course, in real-world conditions, students will face many setbacks and hurdles in their learning 

process, either from student interaction against each other and from their learning environment. By 

acknowledging the existence of this condition, we create a navigation environment that fill with many 

obstacles. These obstacles act as hindrances in agents' navigation thus the mobile agents are required to 

overcome this challenge to achieve their objective. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Diagram of out proposed method to visualize student capability in learning environment 

represented as mobile agents 

 

 

Since the mobile agents' navigation occurs simultaneously in the same environment, the avoidance 

process against obstacles may cause confusion between agents. Thus, we employ a multi-agents navigation 

method known as reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO). RVO designed to deal with local reactive collision 

avoidance that can produce collision and oscillation-free avoidance in multi-agents situations [35]. RVO 

avoidance works by selecting the closest velocity to the agent's preferred velocity that is outside the collision 

cone of that agent. The collision cone is a representation of the velocity set that predict by the RVO to 

produce collision if taken by a certain agent. In our proposed method, the preferred velocity for an agent 

derives from the straight direction to their point of destination with speed parameter taken from a certain 

value of pedagogical aspect  

In (1) shows the speed parameter conversion from pedagogical aspect value. That equation takes a 

pedagogical aspect value from a set of students in the same learning environment and normalizes that value 

based on the min-max range in that set of students. This normalized value converts to the speed parameter of 

certain agents based on the determined min-max range in speed value. This speed value combined with the 

preferred direction, produces preferred velocity for an agent. This preferred velocity is the optimal velocity 

for an agent to take to fulfil their task. 

 

𝑆𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 +
𝑃𝐴𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑃𝐴𝑀𝑎𝑥
𝑥𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑑 (1) 
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Where: 

Sagent  = Agent speed 

Smin  = Minimum determined speed value 

Sadd  = Maximum speed addition value 

PAstudent  = Pedagogical aspect value for certain student 

PAmax  = Maximum pedagogical aspect value from set of observed students 

As we already mentioned, mobile agents can simply navigate straight forward to their destination in 

an ideal situation. This ideal situation also enables the mobile agents to take their assigned speed parameter 

that take from pedagogical aspect value. Since the presence of obstacles denotes avoidance process against 

those obstacles as well as other mobile agents that exist in the navigation space, the preferred velocity of the 

agents will substitute by RVO if that preferred velocity predict to produce collisions. Since RVO adjusts the 

velocity of the agents for avoidance, this process implies the learning process situation in our serious game. 

We signify that preferred velocity represents the potential of the student in the learning process in certain 

pedagogical aspects. This potential may be hindered by certain difficulties and obstructions that exist in the 

learning environment. Student interaction with each other may affect the learning process. This represents by 

the RVO process to avoid obstacles and other agents. Due to variance in agents' potential speed and velocity 

alteration caused by the avoidance process, each mobile agent will reach their destination at varying times. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We employ our method in an investigation of two of the virtual classes contained in an e-learning at 

the Walisongo State Islamic University, Semarang, Indonesia. This investigation intends to explore the data 

recorded in the virtual class system log. The data successfully explored were data from reading activities on 

written materials such as PDF files, viewing video tutorials, discussions with classmates and listening to 

music activities. Data was collected from 92 students from 2 classes, while the distribution of the data is 

shown in a graph in Figure 2. 

The total log of the 4 variables collected is 3456 logs with varying Min and Max values for each 

variable as shown in Table 1. Based on the range of min-max values, the student set data is normalized, this 

normalized value convert to the speed parameter of certain agents based on the determined min-max range in 

speed value. This speed value combined with the preferred direction, produces preferred velocity for an 

agent. This preferred velocity is the optimal velocity for an agent to take to fulfil their task. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Engagement data distribution  

 

 

Table 1. Min-max value of pedagogical aspect 
 Teks tutorial Video tutorial Discussion forum with peer With music 

Total Log 781 889 327 1459 
Max Value 29 28 15 57 

Min Value 1 1 0 1 

 

 

3.1.  Observing self-regulation behavior 

This research describes AI based virtual classrooms to adopt proper strategies and focusing on 

maintaining and increasing student engagement by encouraging self-regulation behavior at the learning 
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process. Figure 3 shows a graph of a sample chosen randomly from the data set of students in the same class. 

The graph shows how students behave based on their self-regulation tendencies in first identification, 

significant differences showed between several students in the class. this proves ability of self-regulation 

among students in the class is different. Several factor showed in Figure 3 including learning factor from 

text-based, video-based and peer discussion, along with music accompanied learning.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Student engagement at virtual class with self-regulation perform 

 

 

3.2.  Experiences of self-regulation 

These findings point to a number of crucial aspects of self-regulation, the self-regulation behavior 

describes a student's navigational ability to direct their own learning to achieve learning targets on a global 

path full of obstacles. By employing a human-like agent to visualize student engagement, this visualization 

aims to provide human-like experiences for users to comprehend student behavior. A RVO-based crowd 

behavior is employed to visualize student engagement. RVO is an autonomous navigation approach for 

directing the achievement of goals on a global path. The human-like agents behave in various ways to reach 

the goal points depending on the performances and the obstacles before them. 

This scenario, namely avoidance of obstacles with RVO will provide an experience to understand 

student behavior in self-regulation independently, we tested 10 times to discover changes in the scenario that 

occurred in each agent. Figures 4-6 depict the agent's time consumption throughout the course of ten tests. 

Every graph shows multiple changes in the time required for each test, this result indicating a existence of 

changing scenario, and the scenario chosen by each agent is the best scenario in each test. As visualized in 

Figure 7 with label F, all agents will arrive at predetermined points, namely learning targets, what 

distinguishes between agents is the travel time required, this is due to several factors, including poor initial 

resources, quite large obstacles. However, some agents also show the opposite, meaning that poor resources 

sometimes do not cause delays in reaching learning points or targets. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Sample result of the experiment for mobile agent in 10 trial 
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Figure 5. Average result of the experiment for mobile agent in 10 trial 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Another sample of the experiment result 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. 92 mobile agents moving through various obstacles 
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Finally, Figures 8 and 9 exhibit the findings of the final experiment in this paper, demonstrating that 

each user has about comparable abilities and that no pupils have major discrepancies or are late. These 

findings demonstrate that RVO can depict students' learning self-regulation to deliver a meaningful 

experience for users. Dynamic obstacle will employ in future research to see if the RVO method is still viable 

for this project. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Graphic of mobile agents speed with seven random sample, y axis is time require and x axis is 

number of mobile agent 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Engagement student distribution using self-regulation perform 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we employ our method in an investigation of students' natural independent learning 

activities in a pedagogical-centered learning environment, in a virtual e-learning class at UIN Walisongo 

Semarang. In the initial investigation, not all learners have the potential to demonstrate their ability to self-

regulate their learning. Even for those who can make superior to use of resources, it has not identified 

whether this ability is the success of their self-regulation. These findings highlight the necessity of able to 

identify learners who have low self-regulation tendencies so that appropriate scaffolding can provided. The 

machine learning algorithms mentioned in this work have much potential for providing experience in 

student's self-regulation abilities from early in their engagement. 

This finding shows to several idea for future work. The most important of this is developing 

mechanisms of intervention for assist student self-regulation. Students with a low capacity to self-regulate 

may benefit from additional assistance when using these resources. Alternatively, it's possible that these 
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students have difficulty recognizing and setting appropriate goals. The Serious game self-regulation could 

use to make this goal-setting behavior more obvious. Future research should focus on figuring out how to 

properly integrate these tactics into a pedagogy-centered learning environment. Exploration of a range of 

potential approaches to further strengthen students' self-regulation skills can aided by drawing on ongoing 

empirical investigations of learning and student engagement. An important following step in this line of 

investigation is to investigate individual instruction strategies and build self-regulatory features for 

components of pedagogy that consider individual differences and obstacle disparities (dynamic obstacle). 
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